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The real object of this work is to provide an exposition of a basic fact in the 
classical invariant theory (after giving a survey of representation theory for 
reductive algebraic groups). This fact, generally called the first fundamental 
theorem (due to Capelli and Weyl), provides a concrete and explicit decom- 
position of the symmetric algebra generated by generic entries of an m x n 
matrix which is regarded as a representation space simultaneously for GL, and 
GI,, (under the left and right multiplications). Though the result is very classical, 
its dissemination has been suffering in the want of a treatment from the Lie- 
theoretic point of view, and the true dimensions of its consequences are gener- 
ally not realized. We try to dramatize this last statement through a brief introduc- 
tion where the problem in the title is discussed, viz., how to understand for an 
arbitrary group (or algebraic group) r the symmetric algebra on 11 copies of a 
r-module when n is considered as a variable; in this, and in most of the paper, 
we work over a field of characteristic 0, though occasional side remarks have 
been made for arbitrary characteristic. 
1. INTRODUCTION: THE PROBLEM IN THE TITLE 
Let k be an arbitrary field of characteristic 0, and r be either an abstract 
group or an algebraic group defined over k. Let M be a finite-dimensional 
F-module over k, i.e., just a RF-module in the former case, or a rational repre- 
sentation defined over k in the latter case (given by a morphism I’ + Aut M 
in the sense of algebraic groups). 
Our problem concerns the “invariant theory” of the r-module nM = 
M @ *a* @ M (direct sum of 71 copies of M) which has been (a bit loosely) 
called “isotypical” in the title (generally this term is reserved for modules 
nM when M is irreducible, but here we need no such assumption). The 
“stability result” in the title refers to the investigation of this problem with 
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respect to the “variable” n (with k, r, M remaining constant); in short, one 
is interested in asking to what extent the invariant-theoretic understanding 
of nM leads to that of (n + l)M? 
[Before going on,l we digress briefly to comment on what should be-or 
could be-meant by the invariant-theoretic study of a r-module V, in our 
case I’ being nM. This program may include a fairly diverse set of questions 
such as the following: (i) In the most restrictive sense, the invariant theory 
of C’ has been taken to mean the finding of all r-invariants in the symmetric 
algebra Sym V of V on which r acts canonically; however, it should be observed 
at the outset that this problem has more than one aspect-on one hand one 
could take the additive approach and just seek all invariants in each symmetric 
power of I’, and, on the other hand, one may adopt the multiplicative approach 
and seek enough invariants (usually a finite number) that will generate the 
entire algebra of invariants; but one must note that the seemingly stronger 
multiplicative question does not readily yield answers to the more naive-looking 
additive questions because of the presence of relations (called “first syzygies”) 
among the invariant generators, made more complicated by the presence of 
relations among relations and so on, i.e., the “higher syzygies”; (ii) to understand 
the r-module structure of the graded algebra Sym V = &>a Symd V, where 
Symd denotes the dth symmetric power; somewhat more generally, in the 
present (isotypical) case V = nM one must treat Sym V as being n-fold graded, 
and this grading being compatible with the action of I’ one may desire to analyze 
the F-module structure of the typical multihomogeneous component 
Symdl M @ Symd2 M @ ... @ Symdn M; 
(iii) do the same with Symd replaced by the exterior power Ad, or more generally 
by one of the other “irreducible functors” of level d corresponding to a partition 
of d into <dim V parts-see the end of Section 3 in connection with the notion 
of these functors; (iv) repeat all the preceding with V replaced by V*; this 
includes the study of concomitants in the sense of DieudonnC [3], viz., the 
r-equivariant polynomial maps from V into an arbitrary r-module; (v) use 
the information on the F-invariants in the algebra Sym V* of all R-valued 
polynomial functions on V to study the orbit structure of I’ on V, specifically 
the variety of unstable points in the so-called Hilbert-Mumford theory; etc. 
Within this program it is item (ii) that is of our main interest, but we shall 
first consider the special case of invariants, or semi-invariants, mainly in the 
additive sense described under (i).] 
Let us try to anticipate in what sense the knowledge of r-invariants in the 
algebra S, = Sym(nM) might be expected to lead to a (partial or complete) 
1 Square brackets are consistently employed to denote all footnote-like digressions; 
of course, they are also employed for other standard purposes: commutators, references, 
etc. 
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knowledge of those in the algebra Sn+i . For this purpose it is useful to embed 
S, into S,,, by identifying nM with the sum of the first n components inside 
(n + 1)M. Now since the symmetric group 6,+, on n + 1 letters operates 
on fLl by permuting the components of (n + l)M, the &+,-submodule 
of &+l swept out by the algebra I, of r-invariants in S, is certainly contained 
in In+1 . But a little reflection will reveal that generally it is quite unreasonable 
to expect equality here, for that would mean absence of r-invariants in 
ai”=‘,’ Symdi M unless one of the di’s were zero. However, a closer examination 
reveals that the a priori choice of the group 6,+, is unnecessarily too small. 
Note that the reason why an element of Gn+i maps 1, into 1,+i is that the 
action of r commutes with that of the symmetric group. Hence one must 
look for a reasonable group of automorphisms of the K-vectorspace nM which 
commutes with the action of P, once this question has been asked it is simple 
to see that the answer lies in identifying nM = M @ M @ ... @ M with 
M @ k”, where k” is the standard vector space of n-tuples over k: For then 
one may regard nM as the space of m x n matrices (m = dim, M) on which 
the actions of Aut, ME GL, and GL, commute with each other (the actions 
being given by left, resp. right, multiplications of matrices). In fact it is not 
difficult to see that GL, is naturally identifiable with the full cornmutant of 
Aut,(M) inside Autk(nM); at any rate, GL, has a natural action on S, which 
preserves its r-module structure and hence the image of 1, under GL,+i lies 
inside I,,, _ The stability problem thus is to decide whether equality holds 
at this stage. 
One can obviously ask the same question for semi-invariants with respect 
to a fixed linear character x (also called multiplicative character, one-dimen- 
sional character, or sometimes just character, though the last usage often 
causes confusion). Thus x is a given homomorphism: a ring-homomorphism 
kI’ -+ k in the abstract group case, and a morphism of algebraic groups r ---f GL, 
defined over k in the other case. The meaning of x-semiinvariants V/x in a 
given r-module V is clear: 
VX = {w E I/ 1 T E r maps e, to x(r)o}. 
Although the case of linear x is more appealing, one can generalize this notation 
to arbitrary irreducible representation x of r by letting VX denote the x-isotypical 
component of the socle (i.e., the largest semisimple submodule) of V; in case 
V is a graded module (e.g., when V = S, above) one can work separately 
for each homogeneous component. 
Thus the stability question is: Does the GL,+,-submodule of S,,, swept 
out by S,x coincide with Si,, ? Surprisingly, the answer depends only on 
the dimension of M, and is completely independent of k, r, and the representa- 
tion r + Aut, M. The result is that (i) for n 3 dim, M the answer is “yes,” 
and (ii) n < dim, M the answer is “no” for some x; in fact (iii) for dim, M = 
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n + 1 and x equal to the composite of I’-+ Autk M with the determinant 
map, the GL,+,-submodule of S,,, swept out by S,x has codimension 1 in 
L-9” n+l, and the one-dimensional complement is provided by the (n + 1) x 
(n + 1) determinant whose (i,j)th entry has the jth copy of the ith basis vector 
of M (this determinant being obviously a multilinear semi-invariant for LJ. 
The preceding stability result is classical, and (as we shall see) is an easy 
consequence of a suitable interpretation of Capelli-Weyl result known as the 
First Fundamental Theorem of the so-called “classical invariant theory.” 
Although much has been written on this subject in the last decade or so, the 
fact of this stability result does not seem to have been reiterated, and even 
seems to surprise many workers while sometimes it is known in lesser generality. 
It is felt that the lacuna lies in the lack of sufficiently precise and modern versions 
of the Capelli-Weyl result. We present our own version in a self-contained 
manner in the standard setting of the representation theory of algebraic groups; 
the reason why the latter is relevant (for the stability questions posed) is that 
the role of I’ is minimal, and I’ can be replaced by the general linear group 
Aut M itself. (Cf. Remark 7 at the conclusion of this paper.) 
2. REPRESENTATIONAL(AND COALGEBRAIC)GENERALITIESFOR REDUCTIVE GROUPS 
Apart from the setting up of notation, etc., there is just one central question 
with which this section is concerned, and to which we shall refer in the sequel. 
It asks for the structure of the affine ring of GL, as a bimodule under the two 
commuting actions of the group on the ring (via the left and right translations). 
But this question is better approached in the greater generality of reductive 
groups and we shall set down the basic facts in this framework (often under 
the greatly simplifying assumption chc K = 0); at the same time we shall 
take some advantage of the coalgebraic (i.e., cogebra-theoretic) approach, 
whereby the bimodule structure is identified with the cogebra structure of 
the affine ring (on which it is the “comultiplication” that is responsible for 
the multiplicative structure on the underlying variety of the group, while 
the geometry of the variety is given by the commutative ring structure). 
The net result is that for a connected reductive algebraic group G, under 
the hypothesis that it be defined and split over K, the bimodule structure of 
its affine ring A is read out by the decomposition of A as the direct sum of 
the set of its simple subcogebras, and the latter are parameterized by the set 
of all dominant weights. All this is “well known” and yet it is difficult to cite 
a reference where a nonspecialist can obtain a clear picture; hence we have set 
it down here in all essential detail, assuming only a minimal familiarity with 
the coalgebraic outlook, but assuming a slightly more mature familiarity with 
the standard “theory of roots and weights” from semisimple Lie theory. The 
easy part of this parameterization is getting a map from simple subcogebras 
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(bijectively to the isomorphism classes of irreducible G-modules, and hence) 
injectively to the dominant weights; but the surjectivity (amounting to the 
existence of G-irreducibles with prescribed highest weights) will be omitted 
for general G, as it is easily obtained for G = GL, . [In general, one needs 
either some tricky geometric arguments with the big Bruhat cell for the existence 
of global sections of line bundles induced from a Bore1 subgroup, or else com- 
parably delicate arguments for exponentiating to G the easily constructed 
modules for the Lie algebra g (generally done in literature for semisimple G, 
via the Kostant Z-form of the enveloping algebra of g); for the former approach, 
cf. Humphreys [8, Sect. 31.41, and for the latter Steinberg [lo, p. 2101 or for 
the special case of the general linear groups, Carter and Lusztig [l]. The latter 
work sheds greater light on the Kostant Z-form interpretation of the (original 
version of the) mysterious Cape& identity than what we shall be concerned 
with in our summarization of the first main result in the Capelli-Weyl theory.] 
Let G be a reductive group defined over k, which is assumed connected 
(i.e., the underlying variety is assumed irreducible). We also assume that 
G is split, i.e., possesses a maximal torus T defined and split over k; this means 
the rank of the free-abelian group of all one-dimensional representations 
T + GL, (called linear characters, which are the only irreducible characters 
for T) defmed over k, under the composition given by tensoring of representa- 
tions, equals the dimension of T. To say G is reductive means its unipotent 
radical is the identity subgroup (see Steinberg [l l] for a quick review of the 
general facts); but under the standing assumption chc k = 0 this is found 
equivalent to saying that every G-module is semisimple, i.e., is the direct 
sum of simple (-irreducible) submodules. 
We remind the reader that modules are always in the sense of algebraic 
groups. But this needs some elaboration, at least in as much as finite dimen- 
sionality is not always assumed. At first, by a finite-dimensional G-module M 
(where G is an arbitrary a&e algebraic group) one means a rational representa- 
tion, i.e., a morphism G --f Aut M of algebraic groups; on identifying Aut M 
with GL, for m = dim M by means of an ordered basis of M, this means 
that for each of the m2 coordinate functions the composite G -+ Aut M -+ Al 
(called a representative function on G) is an (everywhere defined) rational 
function on G (here Al is the affine line, to be treated in the scheme-theoretic 
spirit-not as the additive group of k but as the forgetful functor: K - the 
underlying set of K, for all K in the category COM’M-ALG, of commutative 
k-algebras, in the same way as GL, is treated as the functor K ,- abstract 
group GL,,,(K)). In case M is not finite-dimensional, the action of G on M 
is considered algebraic if M is the union of finite-dimensional G-stable subspaces 
that are G-modules in the above sense. But to make these ideas more precise 
one needs to resort to the a&e ring A = AA(G) of all everywhere-defined 
rational functions on G [as the entire mechanism of G is coded inside A, in 
particular the group GK of K-rational points of G for K E COMM-ALGB is 
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given by the set G, = Hom,(A, K)]; the k-algebra A is in fact a Hopf algebra, 
i.e., has three algebra maps called comultiplication d, = d: A + A @ 4, 
counit A + k, and the coinverse or antipode A --f A, arising from the group 
operations G x G + G, the existence of identity treated as a map (point} + G, 
and the inverse G -+ G, satisfying various well-known commutative diagrams 
(dual to those incorporating the group axioms, such as associativity, etc.); 
for quick details, see the beginning pages of Demazure [2] or Dieudonne [4]. 
[If we omit the antipode on A, what one gets is known as a “bigebra’‘-which 
is the Bourbakese for “bialgebra” = “algebra + coalgebra” (subject to the 
compatibility of the two). In place of the term “coalgebra” (still found preferred 
by many authors in English) we shall use the Bourbakese abbreviation “cogebra”: 
This notion stands for a vector space, say C, together with two structures 
opposite to the algebra structure (viz., multiplication and identity) called 
comultiplication map A,: C + C @ C and counit map C - k satisfying 
coassociativity and two other diagrams that we omit. (The said compatibility 
condition consists of the extra requirement that the three “comaps” be 
algebra morphisms.) We state the coassociativity in words, without drawing 
the usual square: It says that the two maps C + C @ C @ C obtained by 
composing A with the two maps, A @ Id, and Id, @ C from C @ C to 
(C @ C) @ C and C @ (C @ C) are the same (unless otherwise stated, @ 
stands for Ok). The most important example of a cogebra is what is known 
as the “n :; n matrix cogebra”: It is the k-span C, of n2 symbols & for i,i 
ranging in { 1,2,. . ., n}, with the comultiplication given by A&, = Cyz, & @ & , 
and counit maps #il: to 1 or 0 according as i = k or not. The dual of every 
cogebra has a natural (associative) algebra structure, and the dual of C, is 
the usual n x n matrix algebra; thus one can think of & as the linear function 
on the space of matrices picking its (i, j) entry.] 
Now to say that M is a module for G (i.e., one has a morphism, G x M + M 
for left action, or M x G + M for right action) becomes equivalent to saying 
that M is a comodule for A = Aff G (left or right comodule, as the case may be); 
the definition of a right comodule for A consists of a vector space M together 
with the coaction map A,: M + M @A (satisfying the requirement that 
A, followed by either Id, @ A,: M @ A -+ M @ (A @ A), or A,,,, @ Id,: 
M@A+(M@A)@A,giverisetothesamemapfromMintoM@A@A, 
and the counital property that A, followed by A, @ (counit map) equals the 
identity map from M to M @ k); similarly, for left comodules. For dim, M = 
m < co, picking a basis {zr , xa ,..., x,> the knowledge of the map A, given 
by Axi = xi”==, zi @ vii is seen to be the same as knowing the m2 representative 
functions pii: G + A1 that we had talked of earlier. The fact that a G-module 
is locally finite-dimensional, is a reflection of the basic and easily verified fact 
that all comodules (for an arbitrary cogebra) are locally finite (cf. Green [5] 
who calls comodules just modules). 
The reason behind our “coalgebraic” (i.e., cogebra-theoretic) indulgence 
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lies in the fact that the structure of the affine ring A when treated as a bimodule 
for (G, G) (i.e., simultaneously as a module for the left and right translation 
action of G on functions on G, with the two actions commuting with each 
other), for the case G reductive, becomes more transparent when A is viewed 
as a cogebra, as is the content of the following easy but basic fact. 
LEMMA 1 For an arbitrary cogebra C all comodules are semisimple if and 
only if C is the direct sum of simple (necessarily jinite-dimensional) subcogebras 
Furthermore, for such C there is a natural bijection between the isomorphism classes 
of (left as well as right) C-comodules and the set of simple subcogebras, given by 
the left-isotypical components of C are right isotypical and conversely (where 
by a left-, resp. right-, isotypical component is meant an isotypical component 
when C is treated as a left, resp. right, comodule over itself via the map A,: 
C -+ C @ C), and these components are the same as simple subcogebras. 
Remarks. Let us first recall that in the study of comodules, subcogebras 
play the same role as the 2-(sided-)ideals do in the module theory of (associative) 
algebras; just as a subspace is called a %-ideal in an algebra iff it is simultaneously 
a left and right submodule for the two regular representations, a subspace 
C” of C is called a subcogebra iff it is a subcomodule under the left and right 
comodule structures, (i.e., if A, maps C’ inside C @ C’ as well as C’ @ C, 
so that C’ is indeed a cogebra under the restriction 
A,,: C’ - C’ @ C’ = (C @ c’) n (C’ @ C) 
of A, to C). perhaps it is also in order to remind the reader that for the 
cogebra theory, the notion of coideals (defined as kernels of cogebra morphisms) 
is weaker than that of subcogebras; while this appears to be in contrast with 
the situation for algebras, the picture becomes clearer on looking at the easily 
defined dual algebra structure on the vector space dual C*, in terms of which 
a subspace of C is a coideal (resp. subcogebra) if and only if its orthogonal 
in C* is a subalgebra (resp. 2-ideal) in C*.] 
The first part of Lemma 1 is found in Sweedler [13, Lemma 14.0.11; the 
proof is based on the observation that it suffices to consider C finite-dimensional 
because each element of C is contained in an f.-d. subcogebra, whence one 
can apply generalities on f.-d. semisimple algebras (remembering that comodules 
for C have a natural module structure for the algebra C*; Sweedler calls C*- 
modules arising out of C-comodules “rational”). The second part is a con- 
sequence of the first, and of the fact that every irreducible comodule for C 
occurs in C itself (under the left or right regular coaction of C given by A,: 
C-+C@C). 
[Though this last statement is a sufficiently well-known (and easy) generality, 
the stronger statement below does not seem to be found in the coalgebraic 
literature: 
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CLAIM. Call a (co)module M cocyclic if it contains a hyperplane (i.e., 
a codimension-one subspace) H such that H contains no nonzero sub(co)mo 
of M. Then for an arbitrary cogebra C, a comodule M for C (left or right) 
is cocyclic, if and only if it is isomorphic to a subcomodule of C itself treated 
as a comodule (left or right, as the case may be) over itself under the regular 
coaction. 
Note that this is a counterpart of the standard and trivial fact that a module 
for an (associative) algebra is cyclic if and only if it is isomorphic to a quotient 
module of the regular representation. (Reminder: all algebras and cogebras 
possess identity and counit, respectively.) In connection with the verification 
of this claim, it has been pointed out by Harry Allen that for an arbitrary 
C-comodule M (say on the right) given by d,: M---f M @ C, and for all 
f E M*, one routinely verifies that the map & 
M&M@C=%k@C=C 
is a morphism of right comodules for C. Now let M be cocyclic, and f E M* 
be such that kerf = H (one may say that H, or f, is a “cogenerator” for C- 
comodule M and the C*-module M, and observes that that is the same as 
having f as a generator of the cyclic C*-module M*; also for finite-dimensional 
M, it is not difficult to equip M* naturally as a left C-comodule, cf. Lemma 2 
below, and again f is a cyclic generator in the sense that M* would have no 
proper subcomodule containing f). Then one verifies that the comodule map 
&: M -+ C has kernel in H, and thus is injective. Conversely, for M = C 
one sees that H d&f kernel of the counit, is a cogenerator; and more generally, 
for any subcomodule of C its intersection with this H (is of codimension 1 and) 
is a cogenerator.] 
The main thrust of the second part of the Lemma, lies in the observation 
that the one-sided isotypical components of C are actually two-sided; the 
above remarks on its proof notwithstanding, it is good to know that in this 
one need not be restricted by the assumption of complete reducibility of 
comodules for C, as the following says: 
FACT. Let C be an arbitrary cogebra. Treating C as a left comodule over 
itself, inside its socle (or more precisely, left socle, which consists of the maximal 
semisimple subcomodule) let I be an isotypical component. Then I is also 
an isotypical component of the (right) socle of C treated as a right comodule 
over itself. 
We remark that the two socles coincide with the coradical of C (which is 
defined as the sum of all simple subcogebras, such a sum being trivially direct). 
The proof of this fact is straightforward: We have to show that if M is an 
irreducible constituent of I (necessarily finite-dimensional) then A,M lies 
(not only in C @ M but even) in I @ M. Let us do this carefully (mentioning 
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that the calculations needed to verify that 5, above is a map of comodules 
are identical). Let {aI , za ,..., zm} be a basis for M, with d&J = C5 vij @ z, ; 
we have to show that all (pii’s lie in I. In fact it is true that the linear map M + C 
given by zi ,- q~ is a map of left comodules for each j (from which qua, EI 
follows); but we prefer to do this a bit more generally, by showing that for all 
fEM* 
the map M-+C sending zi - C 9kif (a;) = vi (say) 
j 
is a map of left comodules (whereupon taking f in the dual basis of M one 
gets the above maps z( - vii). For this we need to check that 
4%) = c 9% 0 % = 1 (Ri 0 %k) * f c%>; 
j j.k 
that this is true follows from the fact that in d,(zi) = Cr qis@ zK the “coaction 
axiom” forces one (from the definition of comodules) to have d,-(q~~~) = 
x9 ‘Pij 8 %k * 
The preceding calculation, which concludes the above remarks on Lemma 1, 
gives us two-thirds of the following: 
LEMMA 2. Let C be an arbitrary cogebra and M a left comodule for C. With 
respect to a basis {zl, x2 ,..., z,,,} of M, suppose the coaction is given by 
dMM(xI) = f %k (8 zk 9 %k E cm 
k=l 
Then (i) the “coaction coeficients” satisfy 
and the counit sends q$k to the Kronecker delta; in other words, the vector space 
spanned by these rn2 coeficients is a cogebra-homomorphic image of the m x m 
mutt-ix cogebra; (ii) in case M is irreducible, each column of the matrix [(plk] spmrs 
a left subcomodule of C isomorphic to M (and by the same token, each row 
i%l , 9% 9*..9 vi,,,) spans a right subcomodule isomorphic to M* by the irreducibility 
of M* under the “natural” right comodule structure given by 
in terms of the basis sr, zg,..., x$ of M* dual to the given basis of M); &$nally 
we have (iii) “Schur’s lemma for comodules”: The cogebra spanned by the vtk’s 
is rns-dimension al if and only if M is absolutely irreducible. 
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The last statement is easily checked by looking at M as the unique irreducible 
comodule for the subcogebra of C spanned by the vik’s; then the dual of this 
subcogebra is a subalgebra of the m x m matrix algebra, which is a proper 
subalgebra if and only if M is not absolutely irreducible. 
With this our coalgebraic excursion is over. Let G and T be as in the third 
paragraph of this section, and let A = AR G denote the affine Hopf algebra 
of G as before. Since G is reductive (with chc K = 0), and G-modules are 
identified with A-comodules, the (G, G)-bimodule structure of A is given 
by the decomposition of A into simple subcogebras, there being a unique 
such for each isomorphism class of G-irreducibles (viz., the cogebra of all 
representative functions, cf. Lemma 2, corresponding to any member of this 
class). Until now no use is made of the hypothesis that G is split over K; from 
now on (for the rest of this section) we shall use this assumption to see how 
the representation theory of G (and in particular the bimodule decomposition 
of A) becomes independent of k. In particular, one finds that every irreducible 
module M for G is absolutely irreducible (i.e., remains irreducible when 
M Ok K is treated as a module for G as defined over an overfield K); in terms 
of the (G, G)-bimodule structure of A, then Lemmas 1 and 2(iii) would yield 
the unique decomposition of A into the direct sum of its simple subcogebras 
(each one of which is isomorphic to a matrix cogebra) which are in l-l corre- 
spondence with the irreducibles. 
The technique of exploiting the availability of a maximal torus T split over k 
is rather standard for G semisimple; one may call it the “theory of roots and 
weights.” While for many its familiarity may be restricted to the representation 
theory of the (semisimple) Lie algebra g of G, its validity in the global set-up 
is equally incisive (or perhaps more so, because it can be partially used even 
in the nonzero characteristic situation), and (with slight care) need not be 
restricted to G semisimple. The main idea is to look at the formal characters 
of G-modules, on which we shall elaborate. Even though for the special case 
of G = GL, the somewhat sophisticated apparatus of the theory of roots 
and weights boils down to considerations involving multigradings on repre- 
sentation spaces and the classical theory of symmetric functions, the insight 
gained by doing some of the things for the general (reductive) situation seems 
worthwhile. 
In order to succinctly understand the power of the “method of formal 
characters” (to be explained) in the theory of roots and weights, it is important 
to handle the character group in two different notations (in which the com- 
position is written as addition and multiplication, respectively). To this effect 
we create a free Abelian group X (in which the composition is addition), and 
a multiplicatively written copy X(T) with the isomorphism X 4 X(T) given 
by the “formal exponential” X -+ eA (subject to eA . eu = eA+@), where the 
latter group X(T) is identified with the group of linear characters T ---f GL, . 
For G = GL, , taking T to be the diagonal subgroup, we set X = P, and 
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for h = (k, , k, ,..., k,) E X interpret e” to be the irreducible character sending 
diag(tr , t, ,..., tn) to tpt? ... tin. The Grothendieck ring B(T) of T is the 
group-ring Z * X(T) = Z * er. In the GL, case it is the ring 
as1 1 5, T..., t, , (51E, ... W’l 
of Laurent polynomials in the variables ti = e’i corresponding to the standard 
basis vectors Ed, us ,..., E, of X= P; thus ei is the character sending 
diag(tl , t, ,..., t,J to ti . 
Since all T-modules are semisimple, virtual T-modules are the same as 
elements of 98(T), while (isomorphism classes of) true T-modules are given 
by elements of Z+eX (the Z+-span of the set {e” j h E X) where Z+ = nonnegative 
integers). Because of the semisimplicity of G-modules (under the standing 
assumption chc k = 0), one knows that a G-module V is determined (up 
to isomorphism) by its restriction to T; this restriction is called formal character, 
denoted char V, and is treated as an element of W(T). One readily finds that 
char V is invariant under the Weyl group W of the pair (G, T), under the 
natural action of W on (X and hence on) W(T), where W is the quotient of 
the normalizer of T in G by T (W is independent of k); for G = GL, , W is 
just the symmetric group 6, on n letters operating on X by permuting the 
basis vectors E1, 8s ,..., 5,. The Grothendieck ring 92(G) of G is then (the 
ring of virtual G-modules, which is) identified with (a subring of 99(T) which 
actually turns out, by (iii) below, to be the full subring of) W-invariants in 
9(T). For G = GL, note that E1& a** 4, is precisely the formal character 
of the determinant representation of G. [Caution: One must not think that the 
W-invariants among Z? . ex are all formal characters of true G-modules; 
except for G = T this is never so: e.g., for G = GL, note that though 
[id + ..$a” E 93?(G) denotes a true T-module, it is the formal character of the 
unique virtual GL,-module Symd(nat) - Symd-2(nat), where “nat” denotes 
the natural n-dimensional representation of GL, .] 
In the particular case G = GL, we define a G-module as a polynomial repre- 
sentation (as against general modules in the algebraic-groups sense being often 
called rational representations) iff its formal character lies in the subring 
W(G)+ = W, , & ,..., W-’ $ g(G) 
of all symmetric polynomials in the et’s. Thus the inverse of the determinant 
representation det: GL, + GL, is not polynomial, nor is the contragradient 
of the natural representation (since it is seen to be isomorphic to A’+l(nat) @ 
(det)-r whose formal character equals &’ + &l + ... + 5;;‘). It is also clear 
that every nonpolynomial representation is isomorphic to a polynomial repre- 
sentation tensored with a positive power of (det)-l. From the standard facts 
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in the theory of symmetric functions, one then sees that 3(G)+ is the free- 
commutative Z-algebra generated by 
xd = char(Ad nat) = 
.,c tilti, .” [id 
k&<z <...<z 'd <n 
for 1 ,( d < n. [Caution: One must not think that every element of s(G)+ 
which comes from a true GL,-module is a E+-linear combination of monomials 
in x1 , x2 ,--, xn ; except for G = T this is never the case: e.g., the formal 
character of Sym2(nat) equals xi2 - x2 . In fact, in a certain sense the true 
characters inside 3?(G)+ may be regarded as lying half-way-forming a sort 
of geometric mean, so to say-between the set of W-invariants in the Z+-span 
of monomials in .$i , 5, ,..., 5, (which is too large) and the said Z+-span of 
monomials in xi , x2 ,..., xn (which is too small); though this intermediacy 
is a general combinatorial phenomenon (combinatorial, because it basically 
concerns the formalism of root systems, formal exponent&, and Weyl’s 
character formula, rather than any deeper structural questions in representation 
theory) for arbitrary reductive group, in the case of GL, the “geometric mean” 
statement can be better justified in terms of a more precise result, “Kostka 
reciprocity” dating from 1882, on which we comment elsewhere [16]; cf. 
also [9].] 
Now (going back to arbitrary reductive G) let B be a Bore1 subgroup con- 
taining T, and let G+ = [B, B] be the commutator subgroup (the notation 
G+ is preferred over the commonner N or U, with + referring to the positive 
roots). Gf is a maximal unipotent subgroup of G, and since it is normalized 
by T one has the split exact sequence 1 + G+ -+ B -+ T 3 1. One knows 
from the standard classification theory of semisimple algebraic groups that 
the T-module g+ = the Lie algebra of G+, is multiplicity-free, and that the 
subset A, of X (called the set of positive roots) forming the support of (the 
element of 9X’(T) defined by) the T-module g+ determines the structure of 
the semisimple part [G, G] of G. On the other hand, the representations of G 
are determined (in a sense to be made precise) by the set X+ of dominant 
weights, where relative to the given triple (G, B, T) one defines 
the partial-order relation p < h being defined on X compatibly with addition 
by the requirement 
X - p E PA, = the Z+-span of A+. 
In the GL, case one takes B = all upper triangular matrices, so that G+ consists 
of the unipotent elements of B; for the adjoint action of Ton g+, written on the 
left, one obtains 
n-1 
A+=(ri-~~(1 <ci<j<n} and x+ = c n+si + m, , 
i-1 
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where Si = er + ~a + **. + l i for 1 < i < n are the “fundamental weights”. 
Thush=klc,+kzc,+~~~+k,r,liesinX+ifandonlyifk,>,k,~~~~>,k,. 
Let us also define the subset X++ = Cy=., Zf& , whose elements X = ci”_, kiq 
can be identified with the following “partition” of ( X 1 = k, + k, + ... + k, E Zf 
(this partition is also denoted by A) 
(a partition being a nonincreasing finite sequence from Zf, or an infinite 
sequence which consists eventually of zeroes, which is written in the above 
form, enclosed within ( and ) with the last zeroes suppressed whenaer desired; 
thus the partitions of 4 given by (3 > 1) and (3 > 1 3 0 2 0 > 0) are 
considered identical). Note that implicit within the said identification of X++ 
(which we denote presently by Xi’ to emphasize the value of the “variable” n 
to which G = GL, refers) with the set of “partitions into at most n parts” 
(viz. partitions (k, >, k, 3 ***) which have no more than n nonzero parts, 
I.e., satisfy k, = 0 for m > n), is the convention of identifying Xi+ with a 
subset of X;t;’ for all m > n. Thus X = CFTt kjci E XLzr is identified with 
an element of Xi+ if and only if k,,, = 0. The reason for this identification 
will be clear in the sequel; this is crucial to the stability discussion of this 
note. We reiterate that X++ is defined only for the general linear case, and makes 
no sense in the generality of reductive groups; the same is true for the definition 
of W(G)+ in the preceding paragraph, and we shall see that while for arbitrary 
reductive G the ring 9(G) can be described in terms of the set X+, for the case 
G = GL, the same description applies to the subring B?(G)+ in terms of the 
subset X++ of X+, and that the identification of Xi+ inside XiTr corresponds 
to the identification of W(GL,)+ as a subring of %‘(GL,+,)+ . 
We can now list the salient features of the representation theory for G (which 
is connected, reductive, defined and split over k): 
(i) Every irreducible G-module V has a unique one-dimensional sub- 
space of G+-invariants, and the action of T on this subspace (which becomes 
available by virtue of T normalizing G+) is given by an element h of X+, called 
the highest weight of V; by (ii) below, V determines h uniquely. 
(ii) For V and h as above, one has 
char V = c K,, sym ep, with K,, = 1, 
-3 
AEXf 
where sym eu stands for the sum (in W(T)) of all distinct images of eu under 
the Weyl group, and Khrr is a positive integer. Here K,, = dim V(,) where 
Vcv) = p-isotypical component of V (restricted to T) 
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(which forces K,, = 0 whenever p < A fails); the weight multiplicity AYAti 
has been called “inner multiplicity” in physics literature, and may also be 
called “Kostant multiplicity” (to celebrate Kostant’s alternating sum formula 
in terms of his “partition function defined by the set A+” which we omit). 
(iii) For each A E X+ there exists an irreducible G-module brA (by an 
abuse of language, we shall also speak of “the” irreducible Z’,) having highest 
weight A, the formal character of which is given by Weyl’s character formula 
char VA = 
skew eA+6 
skew es ’ 
where skeweG = c det w * esu 
VIE w 
(det w being the determinant, =1 or - 1, of w acting on the Lie algebra lj of T), 
and S is half the sum of all elements of A+ . 
While the standard proof of ( ) i on global lines (cf. Steinberg [II]) uses the 
completeness of the variety G/B, under the chc K = 0 assumption (via complete 
reducibility of G-modules) the simpler Lie-algebraic argument works (this 
argument is standard for the semisimple case). [It should be mentioned here 
that even when chc k # 0 (i) is true, and (ii) and (iii) paritally hold-in as 
much as one can have K,, = 0 for p < X and p E X+; however, the analogs of 
Kostant’s and Weyl’s formulas are not only unknown but even important 
challenges, cf. [17]. It may also be added that in the wake of the first nontrivial 
mention (under the noncommutative setup) of the hyperalgebra methods on 
page 695 of [15], these methods have been very fruitfully exploited in positive 
characteristic representational problems by a number of investigators including 
Donkin, Haboush, Humphreys, Jantzen, and Sullivan [12] (the hyperalgebra of G, 
in Dieudonne’s sense [4], is the correct infinitesimal apparatus in nonzero 
characteristic, which coincides with the enveloping algebra of g if and only 
if chc K = 0); by using some of the simplest properties of the hyperalgebra, 
one can establish (i) and (ii) even for chc k # 0 (except for K,, > 0) without 
any recourse to arguments from algebraic geometry.] 
Let us observe that the result K,, > 0 (under the stated hypotheses) in 
(ii) is not sufficiently stressed in literature, though it is well-known to experts; 
it can be easily proved by looking at the restriction of V to a copy of SL, arising 
from an opposite pair of roots. 
For (ii), and the weaker Lie-algebraic version of (iii) (i.e., the existence 
of VA as a g-module) again elementary arguments suffice (for g semisimple, 
see the discussion in Humphreys [7] of standard cyclic modules that are currently 
called Verma modules even though their elementary definition and application 
are due to Cartier from SCminaire “SOPHUS LIE”). [When chc K # 0, 
replacing g by the hyperalgebra and working with the Verma module for the 
hyperalgebra is equally straightforward.] The deepest claim under (i)-(iii) 
is then the exponentiability to G of the g-modules VA for all A E XT ; here 
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one must exercise caution to observe that the set X+ depends on G and not 
merely g (for semisimple G, when X is embedded inside the integral points 
in the dual of the Cartan subalgebra h as usual, X+ coincides with the set 
of all infinitesimally dominant weights-viz., the Z+-span of the fundamental 
weights, if and only if G is simply-connected). As mentioned in the second 
paragraph of this section we omit any further discussion of the existence claim 
in (iii); but note the references given there. (See, however, Remark 5 in Section 3.) 
The preceding facts combined with Lemma 1 give: 
PROPOSITION 1. Let A be the afine ring (over k) of a connected reductive 
algebraic group G defined and split over k. Then all irreducible comodules for A 
are absolutely irreducible, and their isomorphism classes are parameterized by 
the set of dominant weights (with respect to any fixed Bore1 subgroup B) treated 
as the elements of the character group of T = B/[B, B]. Furthermore, as a cogebra 
A is the direct sum of the set of all simple subcogebras, each isomorphic to a matrix 
cogebra, parameterized by the dominant weights. 
We remark that chc k = 0 is essential only in the last sentence, and that 
the absolute irreducibility is a consequence of the fact that the G-irreducibles 
defined over k are parameterized in a manner independent of k. Let us add 
that one may think of the simple subcogebras of A as irreducible subbi(co) 
modules for the group G x G (or the cogebra A @ A) under the simultaneous 
action on the left and the right. By (i) then each simple subcogebra has a unique 
one-dimensional highest-weight space for any fixed Bore1 in G x G; in order 
to be compatible with the stability considerations for G = GL, in the next 
section (where stability refers to the variable n), we prefer to choose B = 
B x BOo as our preferred Bore1 subgroup in G = G x G, where the “opposite 
Borel” BOP is the extension of T by the maximal unipotent G- (opposite to G+) 
whose Lie algebra is the sum of all negative rootspaces. 
3. GL,-MODULES AND FUNCTOR~ OF VECTOR SPACES, 
PARAMETRIZED BY PARTITIONS 
The affine ring of GL, is given by 
A = A, = Aff(GL,) = k[X, (det X)-l], 
obtained by localizing k[X] at the element det X (where X = ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ is 
the matrix of n2 indeterminates) of the affine ring of the space Mat,, of all 
n X n matrices: 
A+ = A,+ = A - Aff(Mat,) = k[X] 7z.n - 
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(this is the free-commutative algebra generated by all Q’S, for which the notation 
A+ or A,+ is reserved to denote the fact that the latter affine ring is a subring 
of A = A,). More generally, one may consider the space Mat,,, of m x n 
matrices with affine ring 
A m.n = Aff(Mat,,,) = k[{xii 1 1 < i < m, i ,C j < n)], 
which is clearly a (GL, , GL,)-b imodule under the left and right multiplications 
(which commute) by GL, and GL, , respectively. [See Note 1 (added in proof) 
at the end of the paper.] Note that the action of the Lie algebra gZ, (resp. 91,) 
on A,,, is given by the fact that the elementary matrix E,, E gZ, (resp. gl,), 
having 1 at the (K, I) slot and 0 elsewhere, operates through the “derivation of 
degree 0” 
++*‘*+xk,,&, k, ZE {I, 2 ,..., m} 
22 In 
k, ZE{l, 2 )..., n} . 
This is easily seen by checking that the left (resp. right) multiplication by 
EkI transforms xij to 0, unless Z = i (resp. K = j) in which case it transforms 
xrf (resp. &k) to xki (resp. x(r). These derivations are classically known as 
“polarization operators” for K # I, while for K = Z these are of course the Euler 
operators; for K > Z and K < Z (contemporarily in physics literature) one also 
talks of raising and lowering operators, and of course we also have the distinction 
between the left and right polarizations. Upon defining the left (resp. right) 
multidegree of a monomial ni,, x$ to be (c; , ci ,..., CL) (resp. (c; , ci ,..., ci)) E 
(Z+)m (resp. E(Z+)“) h w ere ci = xy=r cij and c; = Es, cu , we see that the 
left (resp. right) polarizations preserve the right (resp. left) multigraded 
structure of the algebra A,,, ; one sees that these left and right multigradings 
are precisely given by the actions of the diagonal tori in GL, and GL, (since 
the former operates on xii via CQ, and the latter by 6). To sum up, the Lie 
aZgebra action of gZ, (resp. gZJ on A,,, = Aff(Mat,,,) commutes with the 
action of the torus in GL, (resp. GL,), and the knowledge of the actions of the 
two tori is nothing more and nothing less than the bookkeeping invoZved in the 
description of the left and right multidegrees just introduced. 
With this background, we can formulate the first basic question of the classical 
invariant theory (the Capelli-Weyl theory): As a (GL, , GL,)-b&nodule what is 
the structure of A,,, (=the free-commutative algebra over k generated by 
the mn variables xi,) ? Note that on identifying km @ kfl with the span of Q’S, 
one may think of A,,, either as the symmetric algebra of m copies of the 
natural representation of GL, (these copies being precisely the rows of the 
matrix [xJ) or as that of n copies of the m-dimensional representation of 
GL, (as is the situation in Section 1 for the case r = Aut M s GL,). 
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At this point it is good to remind the reader that in this problem it is well 
to treat m and 11 as variables, i.e., to seek answers (and formulas for the decom- 
position of Am,J that are as independent of m and n as possible. From this 
point of view the very choice of the lexicographic indexing of the subscripts 
in xij forces us to set up certain conventions with regard to the choice of the 
“correct Borel,” as follows. Let us observe that when the matrix group GL, 
is considered operating by left multiplication on the column vectors the upper 
triangular unipotent subgroup G+ of G = GL, introduced in the last section 
is characterized as the stabilizer of “the natural afhne flag” in the n-dimensional 
column-space Kn, in the sense that if e, , ea ,..., e, denote the standard basis 
vectors then Gf fixes e, , and fixes the image of e2 in the quotient of kn by 
the span of e, , etc. (i.e., for 1 < i < n, fixes the image of ei in the quotient 
of kn by the span of e, , e2 ,..., e,-r); equivalently, G+ fixes e, A ea A *.. A ei 
for 1 < i < n (in the exterior algebra). However, if we treat the same group 
GL, as operating on the row-space (still to be denoted by k” with the transposed 
row vectors C!r , CZ ,..., CZ~ as its standard basis) then the natural afie flag given 
by this basis is not G+ but its transpose G-, the lower triangular unipotent 
subgroup of GL, (note that G+ = [B, B] and G- = [@P, Bon] which are 
consistent with the last sentence of Section 2, where B and BOP are the upper 
and lower triangular subgroups of GL, , respectively). With this observation, 
when examining the bimodule structure of A,,, we ought to look for the 
two-sided highest-weight vectors under the biaction of (G,+, G,n-), where we 
have now used G,* in place of Gs of the last sentence. The advantage of this 
choice of B, x BEP (the meaning of the subscripts being obvious) as our good 
Bore1 subgroup of GL, x GL, is fully spelled out in the following proposition 
that answers the question in the last paragraph; but one particular case should 
be enough to convince the reader of this good choice, viz., the situation obtained 
by looking at the biaction of (CL, , GL,) on the mn-dimensional vector space 
spanned by xij’s: This is an irreducible module for GL, x GL, and the one- 
dimensional highest-weight space for (G,+, G,-) is spanned by the “leading 
entry” xrr of the matrix [xii] (a happy situation when the row and column 
sizes, m and 1z, are permitted to vary). [See Note 2 (added in proof) at the end of 
the paper.] 
PROPOSITION 2. FRY an arbitrary partition h (of a nonnegative integer) into 
<m (resp. <n) parts, let Vi (resp. Vtp) denote the irreducible left-GL, (resp. 
right-GL,) module possessing X as highest weight (treating h as an element of X$‘, 
resp. Xz+, as explained in Section 2). Then 
(i) as a (GL, , GL,)-bimodule the structure of A,,, is given by 
A m,n G I$ K 0 vhop, 
where the sum is take-n over all partitions X into <min(m, n) parts, and 
4W63/1-3 
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(ii) the unique GL, x GL, irreducible constituent corresponding to the 
partition h = (k, > k, > ... > 0 ...> in A,,, is generated by 
2 ‘3 
x, = (Xll)k'-k" 1:;: :::I”-” ( 
x11 x12 x13 
‘b-J% 
x21 x22 x23 
. . . 
x31 x32 x33 
(note that 3$ is not de$ned as an element of A,,, sfX has either >m or >n nonxero 
parts); in fact, X,, is a double highest-weight vector (unique up to scalar multiples) 
with respect to (Gm+, G,-) (i.e., is fixed simultaneously under the left action of 
G,,,f and the right action of G,-) corresponding to the dominant weight X. (This 
last statement simply means that 3& is both left and right multihomogeneous of 
same multidegree h, under the two multigradings introduced above; this is trivially 
checked by inspecting the ith row/column of all the determinants in X,,). 
Proof. Let us first verify that for h as in the proposition X,, is indeed a 
double highest-weight vector, i.e., is invariant under the left action of GL,+ 
and the right action of GL,-; however, with 
X = C kici = C Pi - &+A si E -G,L(m.n) , 
* i 
Xh = (~~,)k’-k”(3edB)k,-ka(~e~)ks-k4 . . . , 
the purported CL,+ x GL,- invariance of X,+ for all h is a consequence of that of 
X8* for 1 < i < min(m, n) (because any product of invariants is automatically 
an invariant); here 6, = cl + c2 + *** + l i is the highest weight of the ith 
fundamental representation as set down in Section 2. (Note that we are ignoring 
the actions of the tori in GL, and GL, , as those are taken care of by the 
parenthetical statement at the end of the text of the proposition.) To verify 
that the ith “principal minor” 
%, = det([x,ill(hsi.lOSi) 
is indeed a double highest-weight vector, we resort to the Lie-algebraic calcula- 
tion that it is killed under the left action of glm+ and the right action of gl,-; 
but then, in the 19th century style of handling Lie algebras, we need only 
check that it is annihilated by the left-polarization operators 
a 
xkl ~+xk2++**‘+xkn& 
12 In 
for 1 < k < 1 < m (corresponding to the positive roots for gl,,,) and the right 
polarization operators 
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for 1 <I I < K < rz (corresponding to the negative roots for g&J, as is trivially 
accomplished by the standard rule for differentiating determinants (differentiate 
by rows in the former case and by columns in the latter). 
It follows then that (GL, , GL,)-irreducible bimodules EVA @ Vl\OD, viz., 
the subbimodules of A nz,n generated by 3En (for h varying over all partitions 
with no more than min(m, n) nonzero parts), are definitely constituents of 
A m,7L, and it only remains to argue that these exhaust all of A,,, . That is 
equivalent to saying that 
the subalgebra of A,,, consisting of (GL,+, GL,-) bi-invariants 
(i.e. the space of double highest-weight vectors) is no larger 
than the vector space spanned by our 3Zn’s. 
(*) 
To establish (*) f or all m and n, we first look at the particular case m = n. 
In that case (cf. the opening paragraph of this section) we look at the free- 
commutative algebra A,,, as the subalgebra A,+ (in fact, a subbigebra) of 
the affine Hopf algebra A = A,, of GL, generated by the n2 generic coordinates. 
Since we know the (GL, , GL,)-bimodule structure of A from Proposition 1, 
it is trivial to check that the cogebra components of A that lie inside A,,, 
are no other than those predicted by (*). In greater detail, let us observe that 
3, makes sense as an element of A (not necessarily in A,,,) not only for h E Xi+ 
(the latter being identified with the set of partitions having <n nonzero parts) 
but also for X E X,+: thus for h = xi kiei E X,+ one has k, > k, 3 --. > k, 
(with k, > 0 if and only if h E Xz+), and one can define 
which makes sense because 3& has inverse lying in A = Aff(GL,). Thus 
the left (resp. right) GL,-subm”odule V, (resp. Vfp) of A generated by X, 
is irreducible with highest weight h (it is this earthy construction for the GL, 
case that we had earlier hinted at, in the course of our general discussions 
on reductive groups), and the cogebra (-bimodule) component of A corre- 
sponding to h E X,+ is the subbimodule of A generated by 3E,, and is E V, @ Vfp. 
Having got 
Aff GLn %Iimodule &+ VA 0 vnop, 
n 
(*) is clear (i.e., the subbimodule A,,, on the left corresponds precisely to 
the summands on the right for h E Xk+), because of the obvious fact that (for 
x E x,+) 
XA E Awa if and only if X E X;t+. 
Now, for the proof of (*), h ow do we pass from the particular case m = n 
to the general case ? Because of the left-right symmetry, we may restrict attention 
to the case m < n. But we possess natural inclusions A,,, _C A,,, _C A,,, , 
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and the assertion in (*) would have us believe that there are no (GL,,‘-, GL,-) 
bi-invariants in A,, , n other than the (GL,+, GL,-) bi-invariants in A, m. 
(We have already “verified” that the (GL,+, GL,-) bi-invariants in A,,, are 
already (GL,+, GL,-) bi-invariants when treated as elements of A,,,!) This 
is capable of appearing to be more mysterious than it should, at least until the 
true meaning of “naturality” in the above inclusions has been assimilated. 
[Of course, to the purists any use of “natural” in mathematics must be in a 
functorial sense; however, the commoners among us mathematicians often 
yield to the vice of using the word in the linguistic sense, realizing little the 
relativity of the term.] 
To repair the earlier omission of the discussion of the said naturality, let 
N,,, denote the mn-dimensional subspace (the natural bimodule for (GL, , GL,)) 
of Am,, spanned by the indeterminates themselves, so that the said inclusion 
A l11.m = Sym NT,,, C A,,, = Sym N,,, C A,,,, = Sym XL,, 
actually comes out of Nnl,m C N,,,, C N,,, . Now the crucial observation is that 
the subspaces N,,, and N,,, are indeed subbimodules of the (GL,+, GL,-) 
bimodule Nn,n (recall the particular case, noted earlier, of N,,, = k * xi1 being 
a subbimodule-in fact the trivial subbimodule). More generally, for m’ ,< m, 
n’ < n, looking at polarization operators for (gZm+, gc-) one finds that a 
(GL$ , GL,+,) bi-invariant in Sym N,t,,, is actually a (GL,+, GL,-) bi-invariant 
in Sym N,,,n . Passing through the fact that the bi-invariants are also bimulti- 
graded, it follows that A,,, could have no double highest-weight vectors other 
than those for A,,, ; but the only 3ZA’s for A,,, that lie in A,,, are those that 
lie also in A,,, , and the proof of (*) (and also of Proposition 2) is complete. 
Remark 1. In the middle of Section 2 we termed a G-module a “polynomial 
representation” if its formal character lies in the subring W(G)+ of W(G), for 
G = GL, , where B(G)+ is the subring of W(T) = Z[t, , 5s ,..., .$,I generated 
by the elementary symmetric functions in fi’s. We see that an irreducible 
module is a polynomial representation if and only if its highest weight lies 
in X++, if and only if it is a constituent of the subring A+ (of polynomial func- 
tions on G) of the affine ring A (of rational functions on G). 
Remark 2. For each partition h, we have constructed an explicit irreducible 
representation of GL, provided h has no more than n nonzero parts, viz., the 
left subcomodule V, of A, = Aff(GL,) generated by xA . Let us note that 
this construction is uniform in n, in at least as much as 3En depends only on h 
and not on n. While 3En is not defined as an element of A, if h has more than 
n nonzero parts, for such h it is sensible to think of V, as the O-dimensional 
representation of GL, ; this convention has many advantages, not the least of 
them is the fact that the formula 
A m.n ~(G.&,.GL,)-bimodule y V,l @ K’” 
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then becomes true with h ranging over the set of all partitions (with the con- 
vention in Proposition 1, of regarding the prime as an indicator of left-GL,- 
irreducible, and “op” as an indicator of right-GL,-irreducible). This (new) 
convention gets better justified by the following. 
CLAIM. Given a partition h having N nonzero parts, consider the dimension 
of the GL,-module with highest weight X as a function of n, defined for all 
n > N. Then this is a polynomial function whose value is 0 for all n < N. 
We note that when h has just 1 part equal to d, the (left) GL,-module VA 
(which, by our explicit construction, lives inside A,,, as the submodule generated 
by A$) is just the dth symmetric power of the natural n-dimensional repre- 
sentation of GL, (on the span of the indeterminants generating A,,,). On 
the other extreme, when X has d parts each part equal to 1, so that h defines 
the dth fundamental weight for GL, for n > d, the explicit model for Vs, given 
in the proof of Proposition 2 (as the submodule of AnSd generated by the dth 
principal minor 3Q may be called “the symmetric algebra model for the dth 
exterior power representation” for GL, . Of course, we know the validity 
of the above claim in this case X = 6, , because the dth exterior power of an 
n-dimensional vector space is 0 when n < d. 
Remark 3. We do not know how to give a quick proof of the above claim, 
short of appealing to a highly profound fact which used to be well-known 
to the representation theorist of the past (at least until the time when one 
studied D. E. Littlewood’s book) but seems to have been forgotten in recent 
decades (at least by those who do fashionable representation theory): 
FACT (“The opposite form of Jacobi-Trudy identity”). Let h be a partition 
having m, nonzero parts, and suppose the “conjugate partition” is given 
by (ml >, m2 > m3 3 .*.) (this means that exactly ma parts in X have size 22, 
m3 parts have size 33 etc.), so that (as is trivially checked) 
h=s,,+S,z+s1n3+...+smh as an element of Xii 
for n 2~ m, . Then the formal character of the GL,-module with highest weight 
h equals the following determinant in W(GL,)+: 
Xm1 XWL-1 XVL-2 -.* Xq-?4+1 
Xm,+1 X% Xms-1 “- Xmk-k+2 
xm,+2 xm2+1 XW ’ * ’ Xmr-k+3 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Xq+k-1 xml+k-2 Xm,+k-3 ‘.. Xmk 
with the convention that xi = 0 if i is a negative integer (x0 = 1 of course) 
and also xi = 0 if i > n. 
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Note that the last conventions are compatible with the claim under Remark 2 
(since xi is the formal character of the ith exterior power representation), 
and that (with this convention) the claim in Remark 2 is a consequence (because 
71 < VZ~ implies all entries in the first column of the determinant vanish). 
This identity is known in combinatorial literature (cf. Stanley [9]) as the 
Naegelbach-Kostka theorem, while the Jacobi-Trudy identity is one that gives 
char V, in terms of characters of symmetric power representations in place 
of exterior powers (without involving the conjugate partition); we omit further 
discussion of these combinatorial facts concerning what are known as Schur 
functions (or just, S-functions, since these were known long before Schur) in the 
theory of symmetric functions. [Actually, the S-function in infinitely many 
variables corresponding to h is the limit of char V, E W(GL,)+ as n + co, 
under the inclusions g(GL,)+ C-, %(GL,+r)+ .] It is most remarkable that 
for semisimple groups not of type A, an explicit formula does not appear 
to be known for expressing the formal character for arbitrary dominant weight 
as a polynomial in the characters for the fundamental weights. 
Remark 4. With the explicit description of the GL,-module V,, , for arbitrary 
partition X (under the convention mentioned in Remark 2, which will be standard 
now on), as a (left) submodule of the affine ring A, we have constructed a 
functor to be denoted by q A of vector spaces, which generalizes the standard 
notions of symmetric and exterior powers (see Remark 2 for these special 
cases). To be more precise, given a vector space V (=V, = c]%V = the 
image of V under the identity functor 0 %, where 6, is thelunique partition 
of 1) with basis (x1 , xg ,..., x,,), and a partition h of NE hf, we create N copies 
of i’ with (xrj , xai ,..., Q) [think of this written as a column vector] the 
corresponding basis in the jth copy (1 < j < N), and define V, as the GL,- 
submodule of 
generated by 3, (actually V, lies in A,,, where h has Y (,<N) nonzero parts). 
Of course, to know that 0”: V -+ oA V = V, is indeed a (covariant) functor of 
vector spaces, one needs two more things: That the construction of V,, can 
be made free of the basis chosen in V, and that for each morphism v: v’ -+ V 
of vector spaces one has a corresponding morphism 
such that the usual covariance property is satisfied (for the composite of v 
with I/J: P-P V”); let us note that the construction and covariance of q ]Ap, 
already yields the former requirement (on q AV being independent of the 
basis chosen). Observe that for v: V’ + V injective, the construction of an 
injective map q “p, from Vi into V, is already implicit in the analysis of the 
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inclusion A,,,, + Ano, involved in the proof of Proposition 2. When 9, is 
surjective, with dim V’ = m > n = dim V, one may pick a basis of V’ such 
that the last m - n terms span the kernel of ~JI, and consider the projection 
A m.n - An,, obtained by specializing the last m - n rows of the m x n 
matrix of indeterminants [xii]; remembering that Vi (resp. VJ is the span 
of the action on 3E, of left polarization operators corresponding to gZm- (resp. 
gZ,-), the surjectivity of the specialization 
q “p, = the restriction of A,,, + A,,, to Vi 
is again clear. The idea of these functors was first briefly spelled out by Higman 
[6] in 1967, and has been followed by Carter and Lusztig [l], and Towber [14]. 
It may appear that chc K = 0 has been crucially used; in a certain sense this 
is true, because for arbitrary characteristic there are at least two natural choices, 
of which one is called “Weyl module” (corresponding to X) and the other 
is the “cohomology module” (see below). 
Remark 5. It must be pointed out that the construction of V, inside the 
affine ring of GL, coincides with that given by the Borel-Weil theorem (valid 
for all reductive groups). To see the connection one observes that inside the 
simple cogebra component of A = Aff G corresponding to h E X+ there are 
two separate meanings to the left sub(co)mo V, (now G is reductive): 
just as in the GL, case, let V,, be generated by a double highest-weight vector 
3, with respect to (B, @P), i.e., a (X, h) semi-invariant (unique up to scalar) 
for the (B, Bon) bimodule structure for G (or A) of A; but then each element of 
V, continues to be a X-semi-invariant for the right Bon-module structure 
on A (because the left and right actions commute), which gives the second 
description of V, . It follows that 
(A)rlghtG--inWzriants = Jj V, , 
ax+ 
where the left side is obviously the affine ring of the homogeneous variety 
G/G- (this is actually a quasi-a&ne variety, since one can embed it as the 
orbit of a lowest-weight vector in any irreducible G-module whose highest 
weight has trivial stablizer in the Weyl group). The algebra Aff(G/G-) thus 
gives a “model” for the irreducible representations of G. The subspace V, 
also has an easy and natural interpretation, as the space of “global sections 
of the line bundle on G/Bop induced by the one-dimensional representation 
given by BOP - T --t GLI”; once the jargon in quotation marks is unwinded, 
this says nothing more than the above-stated second interpretation of V, . 
Remark 6. Hitherto we have made only passing remarks on the situation 
chc k # 0, on account of the expository nature of this article. However, at 
this point we like to point out a plausibility (which is addressed to the reader 
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familiar with the Kostant Z-form of the enveloping algebra of the Lie algebra g 
of G, in characteristic 0, of course) that may very well yield an important 
computational link between the known characteristic 0 phenomena and the 
largely uncharted (representational) territories in positive characteristic: 
CONJECTURE. Let (vi} be a Z-basis of the image (inside V,““) of BZA (defined, 
up to scalar multiple, in Remark 5 for all reductive G, and A E X+) under 
the right action of the Kostant ring for g (this image is known as a “minimal 
Z-form” in Vip, cf. [IS]), and suppose 
ma = 1 VT @ vi , 
where d: A -+ A @ A is the comultiplication. Then {VT> is a Z-basis of the 
maximal Z-form of V, (in the sense, e.g., that the dual basis in (V,,)* z V,, 
defines a minimal Z-form, where rl* is the Dynkin dual of h, cf. [15]). 
If 3,‘s are so chosen that E,+ .ff, = 3&+@ (as is the case with our choice 
for G = GL,), then the sum of these Z-forms of V, would be a Z-form in 
Aff(G/G-) coinciding with G--invariants in a Z-form of Aff G that defines the 
Chevalley group-scheme over E (corresponding to the given reductive group G 
in characteristic 0). It is quite possible that this conjecture is true on rather 
trivial grounds, but this author is unable to see the light at present. 
Remark 7. Let us finally return to where we began in Section 1, by rewriting 
Proposition 2 in the following forms: 
SymW @ k”) ~(GL,.GL,)-bimodule u ( !Tkm> @ (O’knh 
or 
SYm(V’ @ vop) ~(AutY’,AutY)-bimodule u (n’v’) @ (n’vl)op, 
a 
where in the former formulation km (resp. k”) is considered as the space of 
column (resp. row) vectors of size m (resp. n), and in the latter both V’ and V 
are considered as the natural left-modules for Aut V’ and Aut I’, respectively. 
It follows that if I’ and M are as in Section 1 then 
Sym@f @ kn) ~(r,GLJ-bimodule u (O”M II-)@ (CI’knh 
a 
where q aM jr is the restriction of the Aut M module O”M to the image of r 
under the representation I’--+ Aut M (or, what is the same thing, one may 
view q “M as the natural r-module structure on the functorially defined space 
q AM). With this, the interested reader should be easily able to supply the 
details for the assertions (i)--(iii) toward the end of Section 1 (in reply to the 
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stability question: Does the GL,+,-submodule of S,,, swept out by S,,x 
coincide with SE,, , for arbitrary irreducible character x of T?) For instance, 
in assertion (iii) the reason why the GL,+,-submodule of S,,, swept out by 
S,x misses being all of Sz,, exactly by codimension 1, rests on the discrepancy 
arising out of the partition h of n + 1 into exactly n + 1 = dim M parts when 
dim q AM = 1. 
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Note 1 (added in proof). To spare the reader a (conceivable) “duality dilemma” in 
carrying out the calculations involved in the first paragraph of Section 3, let us write down 
the explicit formulas for the left (resp. right) action of a matrix g E GL,(K) (resp. GL,(K)) 
(where K is an object of COMM-ALGk) on the vector space spanned by the xij’s. To be 
sure, the image of xij under the left (resp. right) action of g = [yLi]l~k,i~.m (resp. = 
Ml~k.~& is not the (k3th entry in the product matrix g . X (resp. X * g) ; instead, the 
correct formula is obtained by taking the transpose gtr in place of g; this is to ensure that 
the left (resp. right) multiplication yields a left (resp. right) module structure, and not the 
wrong way around! Thus, explicitly we have g: ~$1 ry+ g . xij = x:-i ykixkj (resp. g: x<~ w 
Sfj ‘g = 22, xilyji). To verify the correctness of the left (resp. right) composition, just 
compute the image of g * xij (resp. xij . g) above under g’ = [&I in two different ways, 
once by linearity and again by locking at the (i,l)th entry of (g’g)trX (resp. X(gg’)t$ and 
check that one gets the same answer. The “reason” for this appearance of transpose may 
be best appreciated upon noting that the left multiplication gei of the ith standard column 
vector ei by a matrix g = [ygl] yields just the ith column of g, i.e., zk yriee (compare this 
with our formula for g . xu). 
Note 2 (added in proof). An additional justification (not unrelated to the preceding) 
for the choice of Boa as the natural Bore1 for right G&-modules comes from the fact that 
X+ (= j2+-span of zi - ci+t , 1 < i < n - 1 as in Section 2) is the set of dominant 
weights not only for the left modules with respect to (G, B, T), but also for the right 
modules with respect to (G, BOP, T). This is readily proved (e.g., using the idea of the 
proof of Proposition 2), and is immediately invoked in the very enunciation of Proposi- 
tion 2. 
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